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Abstract 

The usual Laurent expansion of the analytic tensors on the complex plane is generalized to any 
closed and orientable Riemann surface represented as an affine algebraic curve. As an application, 
the operator formalism for the b - c systems is developed. The physical states are expressed by 
means of creation and annihilation operators as in the complex plane and the correlation functions 
are evaluated starting from simple normal ordering rules. The Hilbert space of the theory exhibits 
an interesting internal structure, being splitted into n (n is the number of branches of the curve) 
independent Hilbert spaces. In this way we are able to realize new kinds of conformal held theories 
at genus zero with symmetry group Vir” @ G, Vir being the Virasoro group and G denoting a 
discrete and nonabelian crystallographic group. Exploiting the operator formalism a large collection 
of explicit formulas of string theory is derived. Finally, we develop as an important byproduct 
new methods in order to handle differential equations related to monodromy, like the Riemann 
monodromy problem. 

Keywords: Operator formalism; Algebraic curves 
199/ MSC: 8lT40, 14HIO. 14Q05 

1. Introduction 

In this paper the Laurent expansion of analytic tensors defined on the complex plane 
is generalized to any algebraic curve associated to a Weierstrass polynomial of the kind 
F(z, y) = 0 with z E CPl. The elements of the basis in which the tensors are expanded 
are explicitly represented in terms of the multivalued function y(z) and of the Weierstrass 
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polynomial itself. As an application, the fermionic b - c systems [l] with integer spin 
h 1 2 are quantized expanding the fields in generalized Laurent series and requiring that 
the coefficients of the series are annihilation and creation operators. This establishes an 
operator formalism for the b - c systems on general algebraic curves and eventually, due 
to the conformal equivalence between Riemann surfaces and algebraic curves [2], on any 
Riemann surface. It is thus remarkable that we are able to derive here all the correlation 
functions of the b-c systems starting from simple commutation relations between operators 
on the complex plane. Another surprising feature of the b - c systems, which we will show 
in this work, is that the physical space of the b - c theory splits into a finite number of 
independent Hilbert spaces. For each Hilbert space it is possible to define a separate vacuum 
and the creation and annihilation operators acting on different Hilbert spaces do commute. 
In this way we are able to answer with explicit examples the questions (see, e.g. [3] and 
references therein) about the structure of the Hilbert space in free conformal field theories 
defined on Riemann surfaces. The splitting of the Hilbert space is also crucial for proving 
that there are no spurious singularities in the physical amplitudes of the b - c systems. This 
was the main obstacle in extending the approach of Refs. [4,5] to general algebraic curves 
of genus greater than four like those treated in this work. 

The physical applications of our operator formalism are in string theory, conformal field 
theories and integrable models. On one side, we provide explicit formulas in string theory, to 
be compared with the results obtained from other explicit methods, e.g. [6-81. On the other 
side, our choice of working on algebraic curves establishes a link between string theory 
and conformal field theories and integrable models on the plane, as will be explained with 
greater details below and in the Conclusions. In particular, we are able to realize in this paper 
the b - c systems on Riemann surfaces in terms of a new kind of conformal field theories, 
with symmetry group Vir” @ G, where Vir is the Virasoro group and G is a discrete 
crystallographic group provided by the monodromy group of the algebraic curve. This is 
an important step towards a nonperturbative treatment of string theory, as conjectured in 
Refs. [9, lo]. Finally, free conformal field theories on algebraic curves can be also considered 
as toy models in the study of field theories in curved space-times. Analogies with quantum 
field theories in the presence of wormholes and the appearance of pseudo-particles with 
nonstandard statistics has been explained in Ref. [ 111. 

As already remarked, one of the most important results obtained from our operator for- 
malism is that we provide explicit formulas for the ghost amplitudes in bosonic string 
theory. Starting from the original paper of [I], these amplitudes have been computed and 
generalized on any Riemann surface using various techniques. A partial list of these works 
is contained in Refs. [6-81 and [12-161. Our approach is different in the sense that it is 
based on the representation of Riemann surfaces as n-sheeted coverings of the complex 
plane. With respect to other operator formalisms, this choice has many advantages in the 
case of the b - c systems. First of all, the bases introduced here in order to expand the 
fields are multivalued bases on the complex sphere, which become single valued only on 
the algebraic curve. In this way, the relationship between the usual bases exploited at genus 
zero and those used at higher genera is immediate. Moreover, all the correlation functions 
of the b - c systems are obtained exploiting simple normal ordering rules on the complex 
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sphere. Their expression is not given as an infinite sum over the elements of the basis, but 
coincides exactly with the form yielded by the fermionic construction of Refs. [8], explicitly 
taking care of the zero modes also when h > 2. Another bonus of our method is its explicit- 
ness. The h differentials involved in the correlation functions are simply written as rational 
functions in terms of the variables z and y(z) which parametrize the algebraic curve, so 
that it is not necessary to express them in terms of theta functions or automorphic forms. It 
is important to stress at this point that the representation of Riemann surfaces as algebraic 
curves provides interesting perturbative results in string theory, see for example Refs. [ 171 
in the case of hyperelliptic curves. Nevertheless, we would also like to emphasize the strong 
connections established by our work between conformal field theories on the complex plane 
and the b - c systems on Riemann surfaces. The investigations in this direction started in 
Refs. [9,10] in the case of algebraic curves with Z, symmetry. In Refs. [ 18,191 and [20] 
these results have been extended to the algebraic curves with nonabelian group of symmetry 
D,, showing that an interesting braid group statistics arises in the amplitudes of the b - c 

systems. In this paper we are able to realize for the first time the b - c systems in terms 
of a new class of conformal field theories with symmetry Vir” @ G for any nonabelian 
monodromy group G. 

Despite the fact that here we are mainly focused in the construction of the Hilbert space 
of the b - c systems, there are many other possible applications of our operator formalism, 
for instance in those research areas where monodromy properties play a fundamental role, 
like in the theory of integrable models and conformal field theories. Concerning integrable 
models, the basis given here for the b - c fields generalizes an analogous one introduced in 
[2 l] in order to explain why the solutions of the level zero sl(2) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov 
equations [22] are given in terms of hyperelliptic integrals. With our basis it seems possible 
to extend the results of Ref. [21] also to the level zero sl(n) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov 
equations, which are satisfied by the form factors of the su (n)-invariant Thirring model and 
whose solutions are related to the periods of differentials on algebraic curves with Z, group 
of symmetry [23]. The explicit formulas given in this paper can also shed some light on the 
conjectured connections between general algebraic curves and integrable models [23-251. 
As a matter of fact, the results established here, like for instance the methods developed 
in Appendix A .and Proposition 1, provide very efficient techniques to treat multivalued 
functions and differential equations related to monodromy. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the usual Laurent expansions are extended 
to general algebraic curves of genus g. In order to point out that there is a superposition 
of independent modes in the physical amplitudes of the b - c systems, which leads to the 
splitting of the Hilbert space, two different Laurent expansions are introduced for the b 

and c fields separately. The completeness and equivalence of both bases in the space of the 
analytic tensors defined on C, is shown in Proposition 1. Furthermore, the elements of the 
two bases are explicitly derived in terms of the coordinates z and y(z) and their divisors are 
computed as well. For technical simplicity, for example in the computation of the genus and 
of the relevant divisors, we consider nondegenerate algebraic curves, but the outcome will 
turn out to be completely general. In Section 3 we introduce the operator formalism for the 
b-c systems with h > 1. The case of h = 1 is complicated by the presence of the zero mode 
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in the field c and will be treated in a separate paper. We verify the splitting of the Hilbert 
space in a finite number of independent sectors. The normal ordering between the fields is a 
simple generalization of the usual normal ordering on the complex plane. All the correlation 
functions of the b-c systems on an algebraic curve are then obtained as vacuum expectation 
values of multivalued fields. In Section 4 we check the operator formalism computing the 
n-point functions of the b - c systems on a quartic of genus three and on the 2, symmetric 
curves. These curves represent, together with other few examples, the only cases in which 
the results are already known by exploiting other methods [4,5,9,10]. Finally, in Section 5 
we present the conclusions and discuss the possible future developments. 

2. Generalized Laurent expansions on algebraic curves 

We consider here the (class of) algebraic curves JCg associated to the vanishing of the 
following Weierstrass polynomial: 

F(z, y) = P,(z)y” + P,-i (z>y”-’ + . . . + PI (Z>Y + Mz) = 0, (2.1) 

where the Pj (Z) = C iL;aj, m zm are polynomials in z of degree at most IZ - j, j = 0, . . . , n 
and the oj, ,,, are complex parameters. y can be viewed as a multivalued function on the 
complex sphere @PI or as a meromorphic function on the Riemann surface defined by 
Eq. (2.1). The function y(z) has poles only at z = 00. By suitably setting to zero some of 
the parameters aj, ,,, it is possible to obtain every other kind of Weierstrass polynomials. 
However, in order to fix the ideas, though it will not be strictly necessary in the following, we 
suppose that the algebraic curves treated here are nondegenerate. We recall that, in order to 
define nondegenerated curves, one has to introduce a homogeneous polynomial F(z, y, w) 
of degree n in the three variables z, y and w defined in such a way that F(z, y, 1) = 
F(z, y). In our case it is sufficient to change the polynomials Pj(z)‘s into Pj(z, w) = 

~~~$~j,,,z.“‘wn-j-“‘. Th e nondegeneracy condition amounts to the requirement that the 
equations: 

F(z, y, w) = Fy(z, y, w) = &‘z(Z,Y, w> = Ru<z, yt w) = 0, (2.2) 

where F,(z,y, w) = &,,F(z, y, WI, F,(z, y, w> = &F(z,Y, WI and F,(z, y, w) = 
&,,p(z, y, w) are never simultaneously satisfied. 

Since Eq. (2.1) is an overdetermined system of algebraic equations, it can be satisfied only 
for very particular choices of the parameters Uj, m. Therefore, the nondegenerate solutions 
of Eq. (2.1) still describe a huge class of algebraic curves. Remarkably, the genus of the 
equivalent Riemann surface can be directly computed from the form of the Weierstrass 
polynomial (2.1). This is Baker’s method, explained in Ref. [26, Vol. I, p.4041. It turns out 
thatthegenusofXgisg=i(n-l)(n-2). 

On the algebraic curves (2.1) we consider a theory of free fermionic b - c systems with 
integer spin k > 2 defined by the following action: 
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&,c = 
s 

d2t (b& + cc.), (2.3) 

xx 

where 6 and g are complex coordinates on Es. An introduction of the effective operatorial 
formalism should follow from the suitable identification of the classical degrees of freedom 
of the fields b and c. For that purpose let us analyze the solutions of the classical equations 
of motion descending from Eq. (2.3): 

isb = ac = 0. (2.4) 

We shall expand them in the following basis: 

n-l 00 
b(z) dz’ = c c bk,jz-i-hfk(z) dz*, 

k=u iE-00 

n-l cc 
c(z) dz’-* = C C ck, iz-‘+*-‘@k(z) dz’-* 

k=O iz--03 

with fk and 41 chosen as follows (k, 1 = 0, . . . , n - 1): 

Y n-‘-k(z) dz’ 

fk(z) = (F,(z, y(z)))* ’ 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

dw’-’ 
MW)dwl-i = (Fy(W,y(W)))I-h Y’(W) + y’-?w)P,-l(W) 

+y’-*(w)%~(w) + ... + Mu:)). (2.8) 

We notice that we have introduced two different expansions for the fields b and c. This is 
only for the sake of convenience in the formulation of the operatorial formalism. In fact, 
after the replacement h + 1 - h, the basis 

Bi,k(Z,Y(Z))dZA=Zifk(Z)dZh, i =O,l, . . . . k=O, . . . . n- 1 

used in Eq. (2.5) for the k-differentials turns out to be equivalent to the basis 

(2.9) 

Ci,k(W,y(W))dW’-* =zi@k(W)dW1-*, i =O,l, . . . . k=O, . . . . n - 1 (2.10) 

used in the case of the 1 - h differentials. In other words, the elements Bi. k (z, y(z)) dz@ are 
linear combinations of the Ci, k(z, y(z)) dz’-* and vice versa if p = 1 - E, as it is easy to 
prove. The reasons of taking asymmetric expansions for the fields b and c will be clear when 
the correlation functions are computed, showing that they are multilinear superpositions of 
the elements Bi, k(z, y(z)) dz* and Ci,k(z, y(z)) dzt-*. For the moment, we just state the 
following proposition, which will be proved in Appendix A. 

Proposition 1. Every A-differential o dz’ , A E Z, on an arbitrary algebraic curve I=, can 
be expanded in terms of the basis whose elements are given by Eq. (2.9) as follows: 
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n-l 

dzWz* = ~g~(z)fk(Z.~Wdz*, 
k=O 

(2.11) 

where fk(z, y(z)) has been dejined in Eq. (2.7) and the gk(z)‘s are single valued, rational 
functions of z. An analogous statement is also true for the basis (2.10). 

Hence, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) can be regarded as the generalization on algebraic curves of 
the standard Laurent expansion on the complex plane. This is a great advantage with respect 
to the usual Poiseaux expansions, defined in the neighborhood of a point and, consequently, 
only locally valid. If the Pj (z) are set to zero for j = 1, . . . , n - 1, the limiting case of 
Z,l symmetric algebraic curves is obtained. It is then possible to check that the expansions 
(2.5) and (2.6) become equal to those obtained in Ref. [ 111. 

In order to ascertain that the physical amplitudes do not contain spurious poles and to 
compute the zero modes, it is necessary to determine the analytical properties of the elements 
of the bases (2.9) and (2.10). The best strategy is to derive first the divisors of their building 
blocks, i.e. of dz, y and F,(z, y). These divisors can be easily evaluated on any algebraic 
curve using the methods of Ref. [4], but unfortunately there is no universal procedure 
which applies automatically to any kind of Weierstrass polynomials, in particular to those 
corresponding to degenerate curves. The branch points of the curve _XR are determined by 
the conditions: 

F(z, y) = Fy (z, y> = 0. (2.12) 

Eliminating y from the two equations written above one finds an equation in the variable z of 
the kind r (z) = 0. r(z) is the resultant of the system (2.12) and it is a polynomial expressed in 
terms of the Pj (z), j = 0, . . . , n, appearing in Eq. (2.1). This can be seen using for instance 
the dialitic method of Sylvester (see Ref. [2, Vol. II, p.791). Performing the calculations 
explicitly it turns out that, in general, the degree of r(z) is equal to n(n - 1). In this case 
there are no branch points at infinity as we shall suppose throughout this paper for the sake 
of simplicity. This implies that there are n@ finite branch points al, . . , a,+ of multiplicity 
vi, where u; describes the number of branches of y connected at the branch point ai. The 
multiplicities and the number of branch points satisfy the following Riemann-Hurwitz 
equation: 

2g - 2 = -2n + C(Vi - 1). (2.13) 
i=l 

The algebraic curves in which all the branch points have multiplicity two are said to be in 
the normal form and are well known in the mathematical literature [26,2]. For example, the 
corresponding Riemann surfaces can be explicitly constructed in terms of branch points and 
branch lines and even a basis of independent homology cycles is known (Liiroth Theorem). 
It is clear that surfaces in the normal form are particular cases of our general scheme. 

At this point, denoting the branch points by ai, i = 1, . . . , nbp and following the methods 
explained in Ref. [4], we obtain the desired divisors: 
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ntvJ n-l 

[&I = C(vp - l)ap - 2 C Ooj, 
p=l j=O 

IYI =kYr - n2aj9 
i-=1 j=O 

293 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

% n-l 

[Fy] = C(Up - 1)U.p - (?I - I) C Ooj. 

p=l j=O 
(2.16) 

In Eq. (2.15) the qj denote the zeros of y which, when projected from the Riemann surface on 
the z complex plane, coincide with the zeros of PO(Z). Moreover, Ooj describes the projection 
of the point at infinity on the jth sheet of the Riemann surface. Finally, in our conventions 
positive and negative integers denote the order of the zeros and of the poles respectively. 
Starting from Eqs. (2.14)-(2.16) it is possible to find the divisors of the elements of the 
basis (2.9): 

,z~~~,=(n-l-k)~q,+in~01+(k+A(n-3)-(n-l)-ijn~os,. 
s=l I=0 I=0 

(2.17) 

where, using the notation exploited for the point at infinity, 01 denotes the projection 
of the point z = 0 on the jth sheet. An analogous formula can be derived for the 

Ci, k(w, y(w)) dz’-‘. 
To conclude this section we explicitly derive the form of the zero modes associated to 

the equations of motion (2.4). We try the following ansatz: 

ok, i dZ* = fk(Z)Z -i-i . (2.18) 

After the substitution i + -i - h in Eq. (2.17), we see that ok, i dz* has no singularities 
whenever 

i 5 -h (2.19) 

and 

k + k(n - 2) - (n - 1) + i ? 0. (2.20) 

In order to find all the possible zero modes we proceed by fixing the value of k in Eq. (2.20) 
and then computing the possible values of i compatible also with Eq. (2.19). Skipping the 
simple cases in which n = 2,3 corresponding to genus zero and one Riemann surfaces, we 
obtain the following results: 
(1) n > 4, L > 1 or n = 4, I. > 2. Then the Nb = (2h - l)(g - 1) independent zero 

modes are of the form given by Eq. (2.18) and 

k=O, . . ..n- 1, h(2-n)+n-l-ksis--h (2.21) 
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Moreover, the number of zero modes proportional to fk is given by 

i$ = L(n - 3) + k -n + 2. (2.22) 

n = 4, h = 2. In this case the genus of the curve is three and the six independent zero 
modes occur when 

k = 1,2,3, -1-kzis-2 (2.23) 

and 

Nbk = k, k = 1,2,3. (2.24) 

n > 3, k = 1. Here the conditions determining all the g independent zero modes of the 
form (2.18) are 

k=2,3 ,..., n-l, -k+lsis-1, (2.25) 

while 

hrbk=k-1, k=2 ,..., n-l. (2.26) 

Finally, if h = 0, we have only one zero mode provided by the constant function in the 
c fields. Using the basis (2.10) this zero mode is obtained for k = i = 0. 

In the first two cases written above it is easy to check that total number of zero modes is 

n-l 

h$, = c Nbk = 
(21 - l)(n - 3)n 

2 ’ 
(2.27) 

k=O 

which in fact expresses the well known Riemann-Roth theorem for a surface of genus g. 

3. The operator formalism 

In Section 2 we have shown how to expand the classical b - c fields on an algebraic curve 
in generalized Laurent series. Now we quantize the fields transforming the coefficients bi, k 
and ci, k of Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) into creation and annihilation operators. In the following, it 
will be convenient to exploit the basis (2.9) in order to expand the b fields for h > 1 and the 
basis (2.10) in order to expand the c fields. This is just a matter of convenience since the 
bases (2.9) and (2.10) have no particular distinguishing properties. In principle, one could 
also expand the b-c fields in terms of another basis, but this would require a certain amount 
of complications since the zero modes and all the other tensors entering the theory are most 
naturally expressed as linear combinations of the elements (2.9) and (2.10). At this point 
we divide the degrees of freedom of the b - c systems into n sectors, numbered by the index 
k = 0, . . . , n - 1 and characterized by the tensors fk for the b fields and by the tensors 
C$k for the c fields. This seems a natural choice, since all the zero modes are expressed in 
a simple way in terms of fk. In fact, we have seen in Section 2 that it is even possible to 
define the numbers Nbk of the zero modes corresponding to fk(z). Further, we assume that 
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in our operator formalism the modes zj fk (z) labeled by different indices k do not interact. 
This hypothesis, to be proven a posteriori, implies that the space on which the b - c fields 
defined on a Riemann surface act can be decomposed into a set of II independent Hilbert 
spaces if the Riemann surface is represented as an n-sheeted branch covering over @Pt. 
Accordingly, we quantize the theory (2.3) postulating the following basic anticommutation 
relations for the coefficients bk. i and ck. i appearing in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) respectively: 

(bk. i, ck’, ill = akk’ai+i’.O. (3.1) 

For each value of k = 0, . . ,n - 1 these creation and annihilation operators act on the 
vacuum IO)k, k = 0, . . , II - 1, which represents the usual vacuum of the b - c systems 
on the complex plane. The “total vacuum” of the b - c systems on C, is given by 

n-l 

IO) = @I Wk. 
k=O 

(3.2) 

We demand that 

b,iIO)k G bk,ilo)k ~0, k=O ,..., n-l, i>l-h, (3.3) 

Ck,iIO)k c Ck,ilO)k =Ot k=O ,..., n-l, i,h, (3.4) 

Moreover, we introduce the “out” vacua k (01 requiring that 

k(OIbkiTi _ k(0Ibk.i =O, k=O, . . . . n- 1, i ( -h-Nba, (3.5) 

k (OlCf i E k (Olck, i = 0, k=O ,..., n-l, i(h-1. (3.6) 

From the above equations we see that some operators bk, j correspond to zero modes and the 
remaining ones are organized in two sets of creation and annihilation ones. The annihilation 
operators annihilate states with negative energy as it is possible to verify from Eq. (2.5). 
The same applies to the ck, j with the only difference that there are no zero modes for them. 

Finally, let us introduce the following useful notations 

Q(z) &-* = @k(Z) 2 Ck. iz-i+h-’ dz’-*, 

n-l n-1 

b(z) dz’ = c bk(Z) dz*, &) dz’-* = c ck(z) dz’-*. 
k=O k=O 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

From the above considerations, by exploiting the commutation relations (3.1) and the 
natural definition of the “normal ordering” of the b - c systems, we get 

bk(Z)ck(w) = :bk(Z)Ck(w): +-&fk(Z)@k(ll’h (3.10) 
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The “time ordering” is implemented by the requirement that the fields b(z) and c(w) are 
radially ordered with respect to the variables z and w. Finally, in order to take into account 
the zero modes, we impose the following conditions: 

Nbk 
k(O]O)k = 0 if Nbk # 0; k(Ol j+k.iIO)k = 1. 

i=l 

(3.11) 

Starting from Eqs. (3.1)-(3.11) it is now possible to compute on any algebraic curve the 
correlation functions of the b - c systems as expectation values over the vacuum (3.2) of 
the fields b and c defined in Eqs. (3.9). However the numbers Nbk of the zero modes must 
be individually computed for each different class of algebraic curves. 

As a first step, we calculate the following amplitudes: 

k(oibk(Z1). . . bkhvbk)(0)k =Det(&j(Zi)(, i,j = l,...,Nbk (3.12) 

(Olb(zl) . ..b(ZN.,)/O) = dettfh(ZJ)l, (3.13) 

where the vacuum IO) and the fields b(z) dz’ have already been defined in Eqs. (3.2) and 
(3.9). Moreover I, J = 1, . . . , c ir; = Nb, N b d enoting the total number of zero modes. 
Finally the QI (z) dzh represents all the possible zero modes with spin h. 

G’I(z)dz’ E (Dk,i(Z)dZ'I 1 5 i 5 Nbk,O 5 k 5 IZ - 1). 

The zero modes &, j (z) dz* can be obtained in terms of z and y from Eqs. (2.18) and (2.7): 

Y 
n-1-kzj-1 

ak,j(z) = (FY(Z, y(z)))* dz’ (3.14) 

where the range of the indices k = 0, . . . , n - 1 and j = 1, . . . , Nbk is given in Eqs. (2.22) 
and (2.24). 

The proof of Eq. (3.12) is straightforward, while Eq. (3.13) will be proven in Appendix B. 
We notice that Eq. (3.13), obtained here in a pure operatorial way from the basic commu- 
tation relations (3.1) satisfied by the creation and annihilation operators bk, i and bk, i, is in 
complete agreement with the standard results [8]. 

Now we are ready to compute the propagator of the b - c fields, which, in our formalism, 
is defined by the following ratio of correlators: 

GA(z, w> = (Olb(z>c(w) n;:, Nzr)lO) 
(Ol@, Nzr)lO) ’ 

From Eq. (3.10) the normal ordering of any two fields b and c becomes 

b(z)c(w) = :b(z>c(w): +KA(z, w) dz* dw’-‘, 

where KA. (z, w) denotes the following tensor: 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
n-l 

(z - w)K,~(z, w> = c fj(zMj(w) 
j=O 
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In order to fix the overall sign in the expression of the propagator we suppose that the fields 
contained in the correlators appearing in Eq. (3.15) are already radially ordered, i.e. 

lzl ’ lwl ’ IZII... ’ IZNhI. 

Thus, applying Eq. (3.16) we obtain 

(Olb”)(z)c(“)(W) #A] b(“‘(Zf)lO) 
(01 ny;, b(‘,)(Zf)lO) 

= K”“‘(z w) dzh dw’-* 
NtJ 

A ’ C(-l)JK::““‘(ZJ, W) 
.I=1 

(O(b”l’(z,) b . . 
X 

(IJ-I)(zJ-,)b(‘)(z)b(‘-‘+‘)(zJ+l). . . b”N~)(zN,,)lO) 

(Olb(‘l)(z,) . . . b(‘N&Nh)(0) 

(3.18) 

where 1,l’ and I[,1 J denote the branches of fields and tensors in the variables z, w, ZI , z J 
respectively. The residual correlation functions in Eq. (3.18) contain products of Nb fields 
b and therefore can be easily computed by means of Eq. (3.13). The final result is the 
following propagator: 

(O(b(‘)(z)c(“)(w) @_, bc'l'(zdlO) 

(01 fly:, b(tr)(zf)lO) 

K:““(Z, w) 

K’[“” * (ZIAJ) 

Eq. (3.19) is the final expression of the propagator of the b - c systems evaluated on a 
general algebraic curve. Of course, we have still to check that the tensor appearing in the 
right-hand side of Eq. (3.19) has only a physical simple pole at the points z = w and w = z J , 

/ = 1, . . . , Nb. Moreover, since the propagator is a multivalued tensor, these singularities 
must occur when the branches coincide, i.e. when 1 = 1’ and 1’ = 1 J, respectively. To verify 
that the propagator (3.18) has the correct singularities, we apply the divisors (2.15)-(2.17) 
to the tensor Kk(z, w). which is responsible for the divergences. In this way we restrict 
ourselves to the general curves of genus g = $ (n - l)(n - 2). However, it is possible 
to verify the absence of spurious poles also for the other curves. Some examples will be 
reported in Section 4. 

First of all we treat the case (1) explained in Section 2, i.e. when Eq. (2.21) is valid. 
In this case, apart from the factor l/(z - w), KA(z, w) is a linear combination of the 
A-differentials fk(z), which are all zero modes. From Eq. (2.17) it is in fact easy to see that 
the singularities of K~(z, w) in the variable z can occur only when z = w. In the variable 
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w, instead, in addition to the singularities in w = z there are spurious poles at infinity given 
by the 1 - h differentials &k(w). Of course these spurious poles must not contribute in the 
final expression of the propagator. To show this, we rewrite KA(z, w) as follows: 

n-1 

Kh(z, w) = c Uk(Z, w), 

k=O 

where 

ukk w> = +-+4k(w)fk(i). 

We obtain the following behavior for Uk(z, w) when w + 00: 

uk(z, w) - w h(n-3)+k-nf2 + . . . (3.20) 

Therefore, there is a danger of spurious poles whenever h(n - 3) + k - n + 2 > 0. Let 
us call Uk(Z, w)div the divergent terms in the asymptotic expansion at w = cc of Uk(Z, w). 

From (3.20) in order to compute Uk(Z, w)div, we need to expand the quantities l/(z - w) 
and y(w) up to the order w-(~+‘(~-~)+~-~+‘) and substitute them back in the expression 

of Uk(Z, w). 

1 1 -_- 
z-w w ( 

1 + 5 + . . . + ( ,)*cn-3)+k-n+y + . . (3.21) 

Moreover, since from Eq. (2.15) y(w) is not branched in w = 00, we have 

I 

Y(W) - c ysws +..., (3.22) 
s=-(h(n-3)+k-n+2) 

where the coefficients yi, i = I, . . , - (h(n - 3) + k - n + 2) can be computed in terms 
of the parameters aj, ,,, b y direct insertion of the right-hand side of the above equation in 
Eq. (2.1). Using the expansions (3.21) and (3.22) we obtain that Uk(z, w)div is of the fol- 
lowing form: 

Uk(z, w)div = h(n-3)+k-nf2w h(n-3)+k-n+2 + &n-3)+k_n+] W h(n-3)fkLn+lZ 

+... +/%wz 
h(n-3)+k-n+l 

> 
.fk(d (3.23) 

Eq. (3.23) shows that the divergent part of Uk(z, w) is proportional to a I-differential in 
zofthekindfli,kdz*=z’fk(z),i=O ,..., h(n-3)+k-n+l,k=O ,..., n-l.On 
the other side, after performing the substitution -i - A + i in Eq. (2.17), it is possible to 
see that the Qi, k dz’ are zero modes if the indices i and k are taken as above. As an upshot, 
looking at Eq. (3.19), which is a determinant of a matrix whose columns contain all the 
independent zero modes, it turns out that the contribution given by the terms carrying the 
spurious poles at w = cc in KA(z, w) is zero: 
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This concludes our proof that there are no singularities at w = 30 in the propagator (3.19). 
However, the proof is valid only if Eq. (2.21) is true. The exception is provided by the 
2-differentials on an algebraic curve of genus three (see Eq. (2.23)). Taking n = 4 and 
h = 2 in Eq. (2.1), in fact, we have for k > 1: 

Uk(Z, w)div = 
( 

pkWk +. . . + PI WZk-’ 
> 

fk(Z) 

These terms are again proportional to zero modes in z by Eq. (2.23) and, exploiting the 
previous arguments, the spurious poles at w = cc do not appear in Eq. (3.19). When k = 0, 
instead, both tensors 4(w) fu(z) are linearly divergent at infinity. Fortunately, thanks to the 
term I/(; - w), uu(z, w) does not show up spurious poles in ; and w. 

Finally, let us check that the singularity in z = w of Kh(:, w) occurs only when 1 = 1’ 
and it is a simple pole. The proof will be done without assuming any restriction to the form 
of the Weierstrass polynomial (2.1). Let us start substituting in the expression (3.17) of 
KA(z, w) the explicit form of fk and C& given by the definitions (2.7) and (2.8): 

x y”-‘(z) + y”-*(z) (y(w) + P,2-I(W)) 

+Y’~-3(Y2(w) + pn-I (w).Y(w) + Pn-2(w)) 

+~~~+~“-‘(W)$~n-2(W)Pn-~(w)+“~+Pl(w) , 
I 

(3.24) 

where it is understood that y(z) and v(w) are in the branch 1 and I’, respectively. It is now 
possible to write 

Y “-‘(z) + y’l-2(z)(y(w) + Pn-I(W)) + .YflP3 (y%) + Pn-l(W)L’(W) + P,,-?(W)) 

+. . . + y”-‘(w) + y”-*(w)&,(w) + “. + P(w) = F(w*y(z)) 
v(z) - y(w). 

(3.25) 

Eq. (3.25) has been obtained multiplying and dividing the left-hand side by v(z) - y(w) 
and then exploiting the formulas F(w, y(w)) = 0 and 

an - b” = (a - b)(b”-’ + abn-* + a2bne3 + . + a”-‘). 

With these simplifications it turns out that 

Kf”’ (z, w) = 
[~yb,Y%>)lA-' 1 

[F,(z, Y’(z))l* 
W7Y'W dz*dw,-h 

z - w y’(z) - y”(W) 
(3.26) 
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But this is the well known form of the Weierstrass kernel on algebraic curves (see for instance 
Ref. [4]) which has exactly one pole in z = w for 1 = 1’ and spurious poles in w = cc. 
Since the latter spurious poles are irrelevant in the final expression of the propagator as 
previously shown, we conclude that Eq. (3.19) yields the correct two point function of the 
b - c systems with h > 1 on the algebraic curves of the kind (2.1). Eq. (3.26) shows that 
the Weierstrass polynomial is a superposition of the multivalued modes fk(z) and #k(w) 
and it is a crucial result for the operator formalism. As a matter of fact, once the Weierstrass 
polynomial and the zero modes are given, it is possible to construct the correlation of the 
b - c systems automatically using the formulas given below. It is thus remarkable that both 
the zero modes and the Weierstrass kernel exhibit the splitting into IZ sectors characterized 
by the tensors fk and &, k = 0, . . . , II - 1. 

Starting from Eq. (3.19), we are able to compute all the other n-point functions applying 
the Wick theorem. The Wick theorem for the b - c systems has been rigorously studied in 
[ 151 and it is valid also in our case. One can check it inductively. As previously shown, the 
Wick theorem based on the normal ordering (3.16) holds in the case of the two point function 
(3.19). Now let us suppose that the Wick theorem has been verified for the correlator 

GN-I,M-I(ZI, . . ..zN-I. WI, . . ..wM-1) 

= (OJb(zl) . . . b(zN-l)c(wl>. . .C(WM-I)IO) 

withN--M=Nb.Then,usingEq.(3.16)weobtainforGN,M(zt ,..., ZN;wl,..., wM): 

(o~b(zN)c(WM)b(ZI) . . . b(zN-l)C(Wl). .C(WM-I)Io) 
M 

= c (-l)‘Ki(ZNt wi) 
i=l 

XGN-I.M-~(zI, . . ..zN-I. WI, . ..tWi-l~Wi+l~ . . ..wM-I). (3.27) 

All the other possible contractions vanish due to the fact that the Wick theorem holds by 
hypothesis in the case of any product containing N - 1 fields b and A4 - 1 fields c. As an 
upshot we obtain 

( fi b (‘“)(q,) fi&)(wt)) 
‘s=l t=l 

= det 

iiF’) . . . d”)(Z1) (Id;) (llr;) 
1 Nb K, (zl,wl) . . . K, (z1, WN) 

. . . . 

f21(lMM)(z~) . . . Q$')(zM) Kf"")(z~.wl) . . . K:(H")(~~,~~) 

(3.28) 

where A4 - N = (2h - l)(g - 1) = Nb. The tensor Kf”‘(z, w) has spurious poles in 
the limit w + 00. However one can show as before that these poles do not contribute to 
the determinant (3.28). The important fact to be noted here is that both Eqs. (3.19) and 
(3.28) were evaluated using a pure operator formalism on the complex plane. This operator 
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formalism, however, reproduces exactly the correlation functions of the b - c systems 
on general algebraic curves. Exploiting the correspondence between algebraic curves and 
Riemann surfaces, we can also say that Eqs. (3.19) and (3.28) represent the explicit form 
of the formulas given in Refs. [S]. 

4. The operator formalism on a general quartic of genus three and 
on the Z,, symmetric curves 

In this section we treat two relatively simple cases of algebraic curves for which the 
results can be compared with those obtained by applying other methods [5,4,9,10,27]. The 
first example is the quartic Q3 of genus three with Weierstrass polynomial: 

,v3 + 3p(,).Y - 24(z) = 0, (3.1) 

where P(Z) and q(z) are polynomials of degree three and four respectively. This curve 
represents all the possible Riemann surfaces of genus three that are nonhyperellitpic. X(T) 
has nine finite branch points nt , . .ag, which are roots of the equation I>~(:) + q’(z) = 
0. Moreover. there is one branch point at intinity of multiplicity two. By analysing this 
example we demonstrate that the operator formalism applies also to curves with branch 
points at intinity and only for technical reasons we considered in the general discussion the 
more restricted case in which all the branch points are finite. As a convention, we suppose 
that the 0th and 1 st sheets are joined at infinity, so that oo() = x 1 = X(II. The relevant 
divisors arc 141: 

(4.2) 

[Jl = Cyi - 30001 - 002, (4.3) 
j=l 

IF,., = &p - 6cq)l - 3co2, (4.4) 
,‘= I 

where F,.(:. J(Z)) = 3(.v(:) + P(Z)). N ow we notice that the Weierstrass polynomial (4. I ) 
can be obtained from Eq. (2.1) after setting 

Since the generalized Laurent expansions (2.5) and (2.6) are valid for any algebraic curve, 
it is sufficient to perform the above substitution in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.8), with k = 0. I. 2. As a 
consequence. the multivalued modes fk and & become on Q?: 

k = 0, 1,2, (4.5) 
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yk(w) dw’-h 
4k(W) = [Fy(w, y(w))]‘-A’ 

k = 0, 1, (4.6) 

~ 2 ( w )  =  (Y~(w> +  3p(w)) dw’-* 
[Fy(w, ycw))l’-* . 

(4.7) 

At this point we start to work out the operator formalism for h = 2. In this way the notations 
are simpler and it is possible to better illustrate the way in which the operator formalism 
works, carrying out all the calculations in details. Apart from the evaluation of the relevant 
divisors, the particular case under consideration is just a subcase of the general operator 
formalism of Section 3 with n = 3 and h = 2, so that the space of the b - c fields on 
Q3 is splitted into three independent Hilbert spaces. Therefore, we can exploit without 
modifications Eqs. (3.1)-(3.11) in order to compute the correlation functions of the b - c 

systems. The only difference from section 3 is in the number of zero modes, for which we 
have to use the divisors (4.2)-(4.4). After a straightforward calculation, we get the explicit 
expression of the six independent quadratic differentials on Q3: 

.Ro. 0 = $0(Z), 

0t,j(z)dz2 = Z J-‘f*(z), j = 1,2, 

CZ2,jdZ2 = Z’-‘f2(Z), j = 1,2,3. 

As a consequence the number of zero modes in the different k-sectors becomes 

No0 = 1, Nb, = 2, Nb2 = 3. (4.8) 

Now we are ready to prove Eq. (3.13). To this purpose, we start from the simplest 
nonvanishing correlator (3.13), which contains in this case six zero modes: 

(Wzl). .bkdf’) = (01 fr &li) IO). 
( 1 i=l k=O 

(4.9) 

The product in the right-hand side of (4.9) can be expanded in all possible monomials of the 
fields bk using Lemma B. 1. Due to the condition (3.1 l), only the monomials containing three 
fields b2, two fields bl and one field bo survive after normal ordering. It is straightforward 
to check that these monomials are given by the following formula: 

(01&t). . . bkd/O) = c sign(a) 2(01 fi h(za(dlOh 
r3 /2=1 

xl(O) n bl(z,(r,,)lO)I o(0lboko(6))l0)o~ 
1,=4 

where the sum over o runs over all permutation of the integers 1, . . ,6, ordered in such a 
way that 

a(l) < a(2) -=C a(3), C(4) < C(5). 
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The vacuum expectation values remaining in Eq. (4.10) can be directly computed from the 
definitions (2.5) and (3.11) or using Eq. (3.12). In either cases the result is 

(Olb(z~). . b(Zd0) = c sign(a)det IQ z,~~(z~(/~))I det lQt,jl (z,u,))~ Qo, I(z~c~)) 
Cl 

with j?, 12 = 1,2,3 and jt , II = 4,5. It is now easy to recognize that the right-hand side of 
the above equation is the determinant of the six holomorphic quadratic differentials, taken 
atthepointszt, . , i6 and expanded as shown in Lemma B.2. This concludes the proof of 
Eq. (3.13) on the curve Qs: 

(Olb(z~). . .b(z6)10) = det Ifi~(z~)l (4.1 I ) 

Finally, we compute the two point function. The creation and annihilation operators are 
defined as in Eqs. (3.3)-(3.6) after the substitutions h = 2 and y1 = 3. Moreover. the 
number of zero modes in the different k-sectors is given by Eq. (4.8). As a consequence, 
the normal ordering (3.16) becomes 

~(;)c(zL’) = :~(z)c~(w): +K~(z, ru) dz* dtu-t. (4.12) 

From the definition (3.17) of K~(z, w) we have 

K2(z, w) di’dw-’ 

= d;.‘s;’ [ ;>(;T: ;I(;:‘] ( v2(z) + “l’;u~),N;;u~) + 30~)) 

The final form of K2(2, w) dz* dw-’ is obtained multiplying and dividing the right-hand 
side of the above equation by v(z) - v(w): 

K~(z, w) d:* dw-’ = 
“;;‘?;I [ F,.(w, .(uJ))] F(ur, 4’(Z)) 

Fy(Z,Y(Z)) (v(Z) - v(w))Fy(Z, y(Z))’ 
(4.13) 

where F(:, y(z)) denotes the Weierstrasspolynomial(4.1). Theproofthat K:““(z, w) dz2 dul- ’ 
is a good Weierstrass kernel with only one simple pole in z = UI and 1 = I’ was already 
given in Ref. [4] and we do not report it here. Since there are no spurious poles, we can 
compute the two point function of the b - c system with h = 2 using the Wick theorem as 
shown in Eq. (3.18): 

(O(b”‘(Z)C(“‘(W) n;=, b”‘)(z,)lO) 

(0 #=, b(‘~)(Z/)lO) 
.Q;21”(Z) . f2t'(i) 

n”l’(zl> . . ~;2”1’(il) 
. 3 

det ’ . 

fp(z3) . . . L?:“‘(z~) K:""'(zj. w) 

det Ifil( 
(4.14) 
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with I, J = 1, . . . ,6. This is exactly the explicit propagator of the ghost of string theory 
derived in Ref. [4]. In order to derive also the higher-order correlation functions it is just 
sufficient to exploit the Wick theorem as explained in Section 3. 

Now we pass to the Z, curves of the kind: 

yn = i’i(z - a;), (4.15) 
i=l 

where n and m are integers. Strictly speaking, this class of curves is degenerate in the sense 
of Eq. (2.2). It is thus interesting to verify through this example that the operator formalism 
applies also to more general curves than those treated in Section 2. 

The Z,, curves can be obtained from Eq. (2.1) after the following substitutions: P,,(z) = 1, 
Pj(Z) =O,j= 1, . . . . y1 - 1 and PO(Z) = nyz’=“, (z - ai). The points ai E C are the branch 
points of the curve, so that nh,, = nm. The genus of the Z,, curves (4.15) is given by 

g= 1 -n++z(n- I) (4.16) 

and the relevant divisors are: 

nm I,- I 

[dzl=(n-l)~~p-2~~j, 
p=l j=O 

n-l 

[y]=EU,-mCx/, 
p=l j=O 

[F,.]=(tZ-l)~Up-(II-I)m’~a-j 
p=l j=O 

For simplicity, we consider here only Riemann surfaces of genus g > 2, i.e. neither the 
torus nor the sphere, for which an operator formalism is already known. The generalized 
Laurent expansions (2.5) and (2.6) become in this case: 

b(z) dz’ = c c bk. iz-‘-‘:fk(z) dz*, 
k=u i=-cc 

(4.17) 

11-I cc 

c(z) dz’-A = c c CX_,;z-‘+‘-‘C&(z) dz’-*, (4.18) 
k=O i=-m 

where 

dz’ 
AC(z) dzh = ]u(z)]-k+h’“-l) ’ k =O, . . ..n - I, 

@k(z) dz’-* = 
dz’-A 

[JJ(Z)]k-h’“-” ’ k=O, . . ..?I- 1. 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 
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The last ingredient of the operator formalism is provided by the zero modes, which are of 
the form 

Rk, i dzh = 
ZJ ‘-’ dzh 

[,(Z)]-k+A(n-l)’ j = 1, . . . , Nbil (4.2 I ) 

where Nbn = -2h+l+k(n-l)m-km. Itiseasytocheckthat~~~~, Nl,, = (2L I)(J- I ). 
giving exactly the number of the zero modes predicted by the Riemann-Roth theorem. A 
treatment of the b - c systems on the Z, curves can now be performed using the techniques 
explained in Section 3. The creation and annihilation operators are defined by the following 
relations: 

b;i\o)k = hk.ilo)k = 0, k=O, . . . . n- 1, i > 1 -L (4.22) 

CkT; lo), = Ck, ; lo), = 0, k=O ,..., n-l, i>h. (4.23) 

k(Olb,ST; = k(olbk.; = 0, k=O ,..., n-l. is-h-Nt,r, (4.24) 

k(OI’xiTi E k(0lck.i =O, k=O . . . . . n-l, i(h-I. (4.25) 

Finally, the normal ordering of the product of two fields h(z)c(w) is given by 

bk(;)ck(w) = :bk(&k(W): +&.fk(Z)@k(U’) 

1 
Ck(i)bk(W) = :Ck(Z)bk(W):+- _ _ ur fk(w)‘$k(:). 

c 

so that the Weierstrass kernel takes the form 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

Moreover, in order to take into account also the zero modes, we impose again the condition 
(3.11) on the vacua lo),: 

Nbk 

k(010)k = 0 if Nbk # 0; k (01 n bk. i IO)k = 1. 
i=l 

With the above definitions, we can easily prove Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) using the formulas of 
Appendix B. Exploiting the normal ordering (4.26) and (4.27) we obtain the final formula 
of the propagator in a purely operatorial way: 
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d”(Z) I . . . n’“’ (2) N/J 
i2j”‘(Z,) . . . L$)(z,) 

det . . . 
. . 

Kx"" (z, w) 

K:""'(z,, w) 

A~~~“(zN~) . . . fIZz:)(~,t,~) K.fNbf')(~~b. W) 
ZZ 

det IQI(zJ)I 
(4.29) 

where the Weierstrass kernel KJ,(z, w) has been defined in Eq. (4.28). Also in the case of 

the Z, curves, one can easily show that the spurious poles of KA(z, w) at w = cc are 
harmless. Finally the higher-order correlation functions can be obtained as in the general 
case from the Wick theorem. Formally, they look like those in Eq. (3.28) apart from the fact 
that the Weierstrass kernel is that of Eq. (4.28) and the zero modes are those of Eq. (4.21). 
The results obtained with the operator formalism in the Z, case can be compared with the 
analogous results obtained in a purely geometrical way in Ref. [27]. 

5. Conclusions 

We have seen in this paper that the correlation functions of the b - c systems with 
integer h > 1 can be computed on any nondegenerate algebraic curve using a pure operator 
formalism. However, we would like to stress that our operator formalism applies to arbitrary 
algebraic curves. This claim has been verified for instance in the case of the Z, algebraic 
curves (4.15) which are degenerate with respect to the definition (2.2) given in Section 
2. Moreover, in Section 4 we have also considered the example of the quartic Q3 with a 
branch point at infinity. The essential point of our construction is based on the fact that the 
relevant modes propagating in the amplitudes are multivalued fields defined on the complex 
plane. Crucial points of our approach are the generalized Laurent expansion explained in 
Section 2 and the splitting of the space of the b - c fields into n independent Hilbert spaces. 
The splitting directly follows from the fact that both the zero modes and the Weierstrass 
kernel, which are the main ingredients in order to construct the correlation functions (see 
Eq. (3.28)) are superpositions of the multivalued modes fk (z) and $k (w) given in Eqs. (2.7) 
and (2.8). For the zero modes, this is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1. 
For the Weierstrass kernel, instead, this has been proved in Eq. (3.26). In both cases, no 
assumption on the form of the Weierstrass polynomial was made. As an upshot, Eq. (3.28) 
provides the explicit form of the correlation functions of the b - c systems on arbitrary 
closed and orientable Riemann surfaces. Once the Weierstrass polynomial is given, the 
Weierstrass kernel KA(z, w) can be computed from Eq. (3.26) in terms of the coordinates 
z and y. The derivation of the zero modes, instead, is more complicated, since there are no 
universal procedures which yield the zero modes on any algebraic curve without previously 
knowing the divisors of the basic building blocks dz, y and Fy. This is just a formal problem 
because, once the form of the Weierstrass polynomial is fixed, we are able to obtain the 
above divisors exploiting the techniques of Ref. [4]. However, due to the fact that it is not 
possible to cover in one paper all the existing families of curves, the explicit calculation 
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of the zero modes and the proof that there are no spurious singularities in the amplitudes 
has been performed after imposing some assumptions on the Weierstrass polynomial. The 
chosen families of curves, however, are very general and do not exhibit any discrete group 
of symmetry. 

Beyond the discussed results in string theory, we would like also to outline some interest- 
ing consequences following from our analysis in the study of conformal field theories and 
of the Riemann monodromy problem. To begin, we notice that the Laurent bases described 
in Section 2 represent a great advantage with respect to the usual Poiseaux series, which 
allow only local expansions of the multivalued analytic tensors. For instance, representing 
the variable z in polar coordinates, the bases (2.9) and (2. IO) can be regarded as the global 
generalization of the usual Fourier series. The possibility of solving differential equations 
on any algebraic curve, also with boundary, by means of these series is currently under 
investigation. Moreover, starting from Eq. (2.7) and putting 1 = 0, we are able to repro- 
duce every multivalued function defined by a general Weierstrass polynomial. In this sense 
the Riemann monodromy problem 1281, intended here as the problem of finding all the 
independent functions multivalued according to the monodromy data given by the branch 
points and the local monodromy group of an arbitrary algebraic curve, has been implicitly 
solved. For example, let us consider one of the simplest examples, the quartic Q3 of genus 
three given in Eq. (4.1). In this case it is known that the Riemann monodromy problem ad- 
mits three independent solutions whose zeros and poles must be concentrated at the branch 
points and at z = 00 [28]. Two rationally independent functions fulfilling these constraints 
are fo(z) = I, the zero mode, and So = F,.(z, y(z)) while, by Proposition 1, the third 
function should have the form given in Eq. (A.6) for k = 0: 

.fl(d = go(z) + g1(z)y(z) + g2(z)y2(z). 

After a few calculations. one finds 

h(z) = P(d2 + 2q(z)y - P(Z)Y2. 

As a matter of fact, fl (z) is proportional to the square of f2(z) which, as already remarked, 
has all its zeros.at the branch points and the poles at infinity. Thus, once the form of the 
Weierstrass polynomial is known, the problem of constructing a complete set of independent 
functions with given zeros and poles at the branch points can be easily solved. The difficulties 
appear instead in reducing the differential equations satisfied by these functions to the 
standard form of the Riemann monodromy problem. 2 
The reason for which the differential equations satisfied by a rational function f(z, y) of 

Z and y become complicated is that f(z, y) is defined on a Riemann surface. Therefore, 
the two-dimensional Poincark group is explicitly broken. To explain this, we consider the 
equations of the Riemann monodromy problem as flux equations with complex time Z: 

z Conversely, in the usual methods of solving the Riemann monodromy problem, 128,291 the equations 
are in the standard form from the beginning, but the solutions are in the form of infinite series. When no 
exact convergence is guaranteed, the independent solutions are valid only locally and should be understood 
in terms of analytic continuation. 
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d*(z) 
- = u(z)Ly(z), 

dz 
(5.1) 

where Iu(z) is a vector of multivalued functions and u(i) = u:(z) is a matrix of (possibly 
multivalued) vectors. We remember that the form of u(i) is constrained by the requirement 
that all its singularities should be simple poles at the branch points and in z = co. It is now 
easy to see that on the complex plane, as well as on the Z, symmetric curves, the only way 
of fulfilling this condition is given by 

Aij dz 
Uij(z)dz = - 

z_Uj' 

where the uj represent the branch points and the Aij are constants. Thus the vector u(z) is 
invariant under the global translations of the coordinates z and uj On a general algebraic 
curve, however, Eq. (5.2) is not the only possibility. For example, using the divisors (2.14)- 
(2.16) we can immediately check that the following vector has only simple poles at the 
branch points 

dz 

uz(z) = ]F,(z, yw>1*. 

Vectors of the kind (5.3) break explicitly the invariance under translations exhibited by 
Eq. (5.1) and lead in principle to nonlinear monodromy equations which seems to have not 
much in common with the familiar Fuchsian equations on the complex plane. Of course, 
these nonlinear equations must be reduced to the form (5.2), but this is not easy to achieve, 
since on a general algebraic curve there are no explicit functional relations between the 
branch points and the parameters appearing in the Weierstrass polynomial. Until now, the 
only class of algebraic curves with nonabelian group of symmetry for which the solutions 
of the Riemann monodromy problem have been explicitly constructed in terms of z and 
y(z) are the D, curves of Refs. [18-201. The results obtained in [20] confirm that the 
derivatives with respect to z of these solutions contain vectors of the form (5.3). After 
some manipulations, however, the Riemann monodromy problem can be reduced to a set 
of equations given by Plemelj - see the first reference of [28] - which is equivalent to the 
usual Fuchsian formulation (5.2). 

Concluding, the techniques explained in this work open the possibility of performing 
explicit calculations on any Riemann surface starting from simple normal ordering rules 
which generalize those of the b-c systems on the complex plane. In this way, the correlation 
functions of the b - c systems with h > 1 have been computed without bosonization and 
the Hilbert space of the b - c fields has been simply reproduced in terms of multivalued 
modes on the complex plane. It would be interesting to study with the same methods the 
Hilbert space of massless scalar fields. This case is however complicated by the fact that 
the theory is not completely conformal and there is a mixing between z and its complex 
conjugate variable Z in the amplitudes. Another important line of investigation is to explore 
the connections of our formalism with that of Refs. [7], which also provides very explicit 
results using the Schottky parametrization of the Riemann surfaces. As a matter of fact, 
g-loop vertices as those defined in Refs. [7] could simulate the monodromy inside of the 
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correlation functions of the b - c systems, replacing the twist fields exploited in [ I I]. 
The applications in the Riemann monodromy problem discussed before are also relevant 
in the case of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, which are of the same form (5. I ). 
Also in the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, vectors of the kind (5.3) appear due to the 
explicit breaking of the two-dimensional Poincare group on a Riemann surface. The way 
in which this affects the particle statistics inside the amplitudes has been studied on the 
D,, curves in [20], but the analysis on more general curves is still missing. Our results. in 
particular Proposition 1 and the methods developed in Appendix A, provide powerful tools 
in order to simplify these equations and we hope that in this way it will be possible to obtain 
new insights on the interplay between algebraic curves, integrable models and Riemann 
monodromy problem. 

Appendix A 

Here we prove Proposition 1 of Section 2. To this purpose, let us consider a general h- 
differential w dz’ defined on an arbitrary algebraic curve described by the two coordinates 
- and y(z), where y(z) satisfies Eq. (2.1). As it is well known, w dz’ should be of the form <. 

wd7k = Q(LY(z)) dzh 
i 

R(z, y(z)) ’ 
(A.1) 

where Q and R are polynomials in z and y(z). Moreover, using Eq. (2.1) it is always possible 
to make the degree of P and Q in the variable y(z) equal to n - 1 or lower. In fact, every 
polynomial containing powers ym with m > n can be transformed in a polynomial of lower 
degree in the obvious way: 

p = - 
[ 

P,,_, (z)jw + Pn_2(Z)ym-* + . . + PO(z)?“-” 1 (A.2) 

Now we show that any h-differential w dzh admits the following expansion: 

n-l 

wd$ = c gk (z)yk (z) dz*. 
k=O 

(A.3) 

where the gk(z) are rational functions of z. To this purpose, it is sufficient to rewrite the 
denominator l/R(z, y(z)) appearing in the definition of o dz* as a polynomial in ; and y. 
R(z, y) is of the form 

R(z, y) = 2 R,-i(z)y”-‘3 (A.4) 
i=l 

where the R,_i (z) are polynomials in the variable z only. Now we set .F = R(z, y(z)). j 
is a multivalued function with the monodromy properties of y. By Eq. (A.2), the powers 
j, yz, . . , j” remain polynomials in y and z at most of order n - 1 in y. As a consequence, 
there must exist n + 1 polynomials Pi(z), i = 0, . . , n, such that the following Weierstrass 

polynomial is satisfied: 
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&z)yn + P,-l (z)j”-’ + . . . + P, (z)j + PO(Z) = 0. (A.3 

We notice that in some very peculiar cases, the polynomial R(z, y) may not faithfully 
represent the local monodromy group G of y. In this case, the local monodromy group of j 
is a subgroup of G and the degree of the polynomial (AS) in j is lower than n. We exclude 
also the possibility that & = 0, because it is easy to see that this would imply that the 
Weierstrass polynomial (AS) is reducible and one of its solutions is j = 0. But this cannot 
be true because, from the beginning, we suppose that the denominator of Eq. (A. 1) does not 
identically vanish. Remembering that R(z, y(z)) = j by definition and using Eq. (A.5), it 
is now easy to see that 

wdzA: = _ Q(z~Y(z)) 

h(z) 
[ Pn(z)Rn-’ + P,-* (z)R”-2 + . . + 6 (z)] dzh, 

where R has been defined in Eq. (A.4). It is then clear that the right-hand side of the above 
equation is a finite linear combination containing positive powers of y. The coefficients of 
the combination are rational functions of z. Therefore it is easy to bring w dz’ in the desired 
form (A.3) using again Eq. (A.2) iteratively. 

Eq. (A.3) means that an arbitrary meromorphic h-differential can be expanded in the 
generalized Laurent basis whose elements are given by: 

1 i k h. Gi,k(z,y(z)) dz = z Y (z) dz 3 i=O,l,..., k=O )...) n-l. 64.6) 

To complete the proof of Proposition 1, we just need to show that the basis (2.9) is equiva- 
lent to that of Eq. (A.6). Indeed, the elements Bi, k (z, y(z)) dz* of Eq. (2.9) are h-differentials 
of the form (A. 1) and can be rewritten as linear combinations of the Gi, k(z, y(z)) dz’ as in 
Eq. (A.3). Conversely, given an element Gi, k(z, y(z)) dzh it is always possible to express 
it as a linear combination of the Bi, k (z, y(z)) dzh. As a matter of fact, the equation 

n-l 

Gi, k(Z, Y(Z)) dzh = c c Qiijbkk’Bi’, k’(Z, Y(z)) dZ’7 

i’d k’=O 
(A.7) 

where aiif and bkp are constants, amounts to the following identity: 

n-l 

['y(Z, y)]*Ziyk = C C UiifbkkfZi'yk'. 
i’@ k’=O 

But [FY(z, y)lh is again a polynomial in z and y which can be reduced by means of 
Eq. (A.2), so that there exists a finite number of constants Uiil and bkp satisfying Eq. (A.7). 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 1. An analogous result can be found for the basis 
of the c fields (2. IO). 

Appendix B 

The proof of the Eq. (3.13) becomes quite straigthforward once two basic lemmas are 
established. 
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Lemma B.l. 

IE M B(k) 
( ai. j) = C Cm(a) n n e4).k7 

i=l j=l rl +...+rM=N a k=l Ir=cY(k) 

03.1) 

where ak. j are anticommuting Grassmann variables, 

k-l 

rj > 0; r-0 = 0; a(k) = I + C r,; p(k) = (Y(k) + rk - 1. 03.2) 
Ill=1 

The symbol C 0 in (B.1) denotes the sum over all the permutations of numbers 1, . , N 
such that 

a(a(k)) < ... < a@(k)), k = 1, . . . , M. (B.3) 

The simplest way to prove (B.1) is to perform an induction in M. 

Lemma B.2. Consider an N x N matrix A with commuting elements ai. k. i is the row 
index, while k counts the columns of A. We note that, contrary to the notation exploited in 
Lemma, B. 1 the elements ai, k’s of the matrix A represent now non-Grassmann variables. 

Suppose we have a partition of N into M integers: N = rl + r2 t. . + rM where rj > 0. 
For each permutation (T satisfying the condition (B.3) we define matrices: 

%(u(k)),a(k) . . . ao(a(k)L B(k) 

Ack’ = : . . 

i. . . 

: 
CT 

, (B.4) 

%(B(k)L a(k) . . . auWW. B(k) 

where cr(k) and B(k) are defined in (B.2). Then 

det A = c sign(a) fi det]Aij)(, 
I7 j=l 

03.5) 

where o is an arbitrary permutation satisfying (B.3). This is a generalization of the usual way 
of computing determinants (see for example [30]). The best known subcase of 
Eq. (B.5) is that for which rl = 1, r2 = N - 1 and the remaining rj vanish. 

With the help of Lemmas B.l and B.2 we can check Eq. (3.13). Our aim is to calculate 
the correlator (O] nr:, b(zr)(O). The strategy is to decompose the fields b(zt) according 
to (3.9). We apply now the Lemma B. 1 and obtain a sum over all possible partitions of the 
number Nb. According to properties of the vacuum expressed in (3.11) only one partition 
gives a nonzero contribution: the number of bk fields has to be equal Nbk. Once we establish 
this fact we arrive immediately at the product of n correlators of the type given in Eq. (3.12). 
With the help of Lemma B.2 we immediately complete the proof of (3.13). 
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